SPARK Exchanges unite social sector professionals around functional roles and key issue areas to collaborate, share, and/or access resources and solutions, discuss emerging trends, and receive policy updates and action opportunities.

Facilitated by staff at Social Current and led by a core team of group members, SPARK Exchanges provide specialized advice from peers throughout the country, as well as rich, timely content delivered through conference calls, webinars, discussion boards, and in-person and virtual networking events.

SPARK Exchanges are offered as a key benefit of Social Current’s engagement package. All staff at organizations that have enterprise-level engagement packages may join any of the SPARK Exchanges.

How to Select Your Groups

Go to social-current.org/hub
Log in with your Social Current Hub credentials
Go to SPARK Exchange Groups
Make your group selections, and click Enroll/Disenroll

Join the group discussions by clicking Launch SPARK Exchanges in the Hub.

Need Login Assistance? Contact LMSHelp@social-current.org
## About the Groups

### Advancing Equity

Collaborates to share resources, advance what works, and support one another in being bold and action-oriented in advancing equity, diversity, and inclusion.

### Advancing Financial Sustainability

Focuses on topics including diversifying revenue sources, adapting for shifts in the way services are funded, and more.

### CEO

Provides a safe, shared space for chief executives to connect and share challenges and solutions.

### Education Success

Works to encourage cross-sector solutions that support whole-student, whole-school, and whole-community development through the lens of educational justice and equity.

### Fundraising, Marketing, and Communications

Focuses on the range of strategies for generating awareness, building support, and raising money.

### Health and Mental Well-Being

Works to improve health outcomes by leveraging human services expertise to address the social determinants of health and accelerating integration and innovation.

### Human Resources

Focuses on strategies for developing robust and diverse talent pipelines.

### Performance Excellence

Advances the strategic use of data for identifying quality improvement opportunities, implementing continuous improvement plans, and promoting a data-driven culture.

### Transforming Child Welfare

Focuses on topics related to moving toward a child and family well-being system including primary prevention, public health approaches, residential transformation, and more.